
VueTech®
Sync Strainer

multi-sync monitor adapter

The Sync Strainer allows the use of many multi-sync monitors with the Commodore Amiga while in genlock mode. The Sync
Strainer automatically switches between the various scan modes, requiring no attention from the user.

The Sync Strainer insures that the synchronizing signals from the Amiga meet the requirements of a multi-sync monitor. The
multi-sync monitor must be able of scanning at a 15.7kHz H rate. The Sync Strainer always buffers the H- and V-sync signals
replacing the original Commodore-supplied adapter. The Sync Strainer acts as a simple buffer for H- and V-sync when the Amiga puts
out 15.7kHz and 31.4kHz H scan rate as when using Workbench. When the Sync Strainer senses a gen-lock condition, as when
NewTek’s Video Toaster is started, the Sync Strainer creates new H- and V-sync’s from composite sync.

If the Amiga is in a high scan rate mode (31.4kHz), Toaster will not be able to start up. This is not a problem with the Sync
Strainer. The user should first switch back to the “NTSC Hi-Res” mode from the “Prefs” icon. Should you attempt to start Toaster
while the Amiga is not in an NTSC-compatible mode, performing a warm boot will guarantee that the Amiga does come up in a proper
scan mode.

With mode promotion turned on, the Amiga will automatically try to use a “better” display mode, such as DblNTSC. If the
DblNTSC driver is in the devs drawer, then AmigaDOS will automatically run it, preventing the Toaster from booting on the first try.
Unless mode promotion is turned off, you will need to either remove that driver from the drawer or do a warm boot after the first
attempt at a Toaster boot.

After exiting Toaster, the gen-lock is still active. If the user then attempts to switch into a high scan rate mode (31.4kHz), the
monitor will lose lock. This is due to H- and V-sync still being in gen-lock mode (7.8kHz) and composite sync scanning at 15.7kHz.
There are no simple means by which to create the necessary 31.4kHz scan rate sync signals. This is not a problem with the Sync
Strainer. You will need to kill power and reboot.

The Sync Strainer is available in both 9-pin “D” and high density 15-pin “D” versions. VGA adapters or cables may be used
to convert between the 9- and 15-pin versions.

9-pin “D” 15-pin “D”
    Function pinout pinout
============ ======== =========
analog Red 1 1
analog Green 2 2
analog Blue 3 3
Horizontal sync 4 13
Vertical sync 5 14
Grounds 6,7,8,9 5*,6,7,8,10,11
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